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TENSOR PRODUCTS OF FINITELY PRESENTED FUNCTORS
MARTIN BIES AND SEBASTIAN POSUR
Abstract. We study right exact tensor products on the category of finitely presented
functors. As our main technical tool, we use a multilinear version of the universal property
of so-called Freyd categories. Furthermore, we compare our constructions with the Day
convolution of arbitrary functors. Our results are stated in a constructive way and give a
unified approach for the implementation of tensor products in various contexts.
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2 MARTIN BIES AND SEBASTIAN POSUR
1. Introduction
Let A be a small additive category. In this paper, we study right exact tensor products
on the category fppAop,Abq of finitely presented functors Aop Ñ Ab with natural trans-
formations as morphisms, where Ab denotes the category of abelian groups. As our main
computational tool, we use the so-called Freyd category [Fre66], [Bel00] ApAq, that comes
with a functor A Ñ ApAq which is universal among all functors from A mapping into a
category with cokernels. There is an equivalence ApAq » fppAop,Abq which allows us to
state all results on finitely presented functors in the language of Freyd categories. We prefer
to use the language of Freyd categories in this paper due to its inherent constructiveness
[Pos17].
In Section 2, we give a short introduction to the theory of Freyd categories. After that,
we prove a multilinear 2-categorical version of their universal property in Theorem 2.3.1,
which will turn out to be our main technical tool in this paper.
In Section 3, we introduce the notion of finitely presented promonoidal structures on
A, and show how they can be extended to right exact monoidal structures on ApAq. In
short, finitely presented promonoidal structures can be seen as restrictions of right exact
monoidal structures on ApAq to the subcategory A Ď ApAq. At this point, the proofs
for checking the monoidal identities like the pentagon identity can be carried out quite
conveniently due to our multilinear version of the universal property of Freyd categories.
Originally, promonoidal structures on additive categories were introduced by Brian Day
in [Day70] and [Day74]. He showed that promonoidal structures give rise to closed monoidal
structures on the category HompA,Abq of all additive functors AÑ Ab. Since ApAopq »
fppA,Abq Ď HompA,Abq, in Section 4 we discuss how our construction can be seen as a
restriction of the so-called Day convolution of arbitrary functors to finitely presented ones
(Theorem 4.2.1).
As applications of the theory presented in this paper, we show how our findings can be
used to induce right exact tensor products on iterated Freyd categories, and in particular
on free abelian categories, a topic that is also treated in [BHP18].
Since the derivation of monoidal structures on ApAq from finitely presented promonoidal
structures on A is completely constructive, we complete this paper by presenting the cor-
responding constructions explicitly. In particular, this provides a computationally unified
approach to tensor products of f. p. modules and f. p. graded modules, that can both be
interpreted as special instances of categories of f. p. functors [Pos17]. A computer imple-
mentation of the special case where the promonoidal structure on A is actually monoidal is
realized within the CAP-project, a software project for constructive category theory [GSP18],
[GP19], [GPS18], as an own package for Freyd categories [BP19].
Convention. In this paper,Ab denotes the category of abelian groups. For the precom-
position of two morphisms α : a Ñ b, β : b Ñ c, we write α ¨ β, for their postcomposition,
we write β ˝ α. Morphisms between direct sums are written in matrix notation, where we
use the row convention, e.g., a morphism a Ñ b‘ c is written as a 1 ˆ 2 row
`
γ δ
˘
with
entries given by morphisms γ : aÑ b, δ : aÑ c.
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2. Freyd categories and their universal property
The Freyd category ApAq of an additive category A is a universal way of equipping A
with cokernels. In this section, we give an introduction to the theory of Freyd categories
and prove how we can lift multilinear functors and natural transformations from A to
ApAq.
2.1. Preliminaries: Freyd categories. Let A be an additive category. We recall well-
known results about the Freyd category of A, that can be found in the original source
[Fre66] by Freyd, or in [Bel00] by Beligiannis (who coined the term Freyd category). A
constructive approach to Freyd categories is given in [Pos17].
Definition 2.1.1. The Freyd category ApAq consists of the following data:
(1) Objects are given by morphisms in A.
(2) Morphisms from pa
ρ
ÐÝ rq to pa1
ρ1
ÐÝ r1q are given by morphisms a αÝÑ a1 in A such
that there exists another morphism r
ω
ÝÑ r1 rendering the diagram
a r
a1 r1
ρ
ρ1
α ω
commutative. The morphism α is called themorphism datum and any possible ω
a morphism witness. We write tαu or tα, ωu for a morphism in ApPq, depending
on whether we would like to highlight a particular choice of a morphism witness.
Given another morphism tα1u from pa
ρ
ÐÝ rq to pa1
ρ1
ÐÝ r1q, we define it to be equal
in ApPq to tαu if there exists a λ : aÑ r1 such that
pα ´ α1q “ λ ¨ ρ1.
Any such λ is called a witness for α and α1 being equal.
(3) Composition, identities, and the additive structure are inherited from A.
Notation 2.1.2. We will usually refer to objects in A by small letters a, b, c, . . . and
to objects in ApAq by capital letters A,B,C, . . . . Moreover, whenever we want to access
the underlying morphism datum of a variable representing an object in ApAq, we use the
notation A “ pa
ρaÐÝ raq, B “ pb
ρbÐÝ rbq, C “ pc
ρcÐÝ rcq, . . . .
Remark 2.1.3 (Implicit embeddings). We have a functor
emb : A ÝÑ ApAq : a ÞÑ paÐ 0q .
Every object a P A can be canonically understood as embpaq “ paÐ 0q P ApAq. Whenever
the distinction between these two objects is important, we will indeed use this distinguished
notation. However, if there is no danger of confusion, we will not use this distinguished
notation, in favour of a simplified notation. In the latter case it should always be clear
from the context if we are using a P A or embpaq P ApAq.
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Construction 2.1.4. The category ApAq has cokernels. The cokernel object of a given
morphism tαu : pa
ρaÐÝ raq ÝÑ pb
ρbÐÝ rbq can be constructed as
cokerptαuq :“ pb
¨˝
ρb
α
‚˛
ÐÝÝÝ rb ‘ aq .
It is not necessarily the case that ApAq has kernels. Recall that a weak kernel of a
morphism α : a Ñ b in A is a morphism ι : k Ñ a in A such that ι ¨ α “ 0, and for any
other morphism τ : t Ñ a with τ ¨ α “ 0, there exists a not necessarily unique morphism
λ : tÑ k such that λ ¨ ι “ τ .
Theorem 2.1.5 (Freyd [Fre66]). ApAq is abelian if and only if A admits weak kernels.
Let A be a small1 additive category. A covariant functor A
FÝÑ Ab is called finitely
presented if it arises as the cokernel of a natural transformation between representable
functors, i.e., if there exists a morphism α : aÑ b in A such that
F » coker rHompα,´q : Hompb,´q Ñ Hompa,´qs .
Finitely presented functors form a full subcategory fppA,Abq of the category of all additive
functors HompA,Abq from A to Ab with natural transformations as morphisms. Dually,
we obtain a category fppAop,Abq consisting of all contravariant finitely presented functors.
Theorem 2.1.6. The operation
ApAq ÝÑ fppAop,Abq
pa
ρaÐÝ raq ÞÝÑ cokerpHomAp´, ρaqq
gives rise to an equivalence of categories.
2.2. Multilinear functors. Let n P N and A1, . . . ,An,B be additive categories.
Definition 2.2.1. We call an n-ary functor
F : A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAn Ñ B
which is componentwise additive a multilinear functor. Moreover, if A1, . . . ,An,B have
cokernels, we say that F is right exact if it is componentwise right exact, i.e., if for all
k P t1, . . . , nu the natural morphism
coker pF pa1, . . . , ak´1, αk, ak`1, . . . , anqq ÝÑ F pa1, . . . , ak´1, cokerpαkq, ak`1, . . . , anq
is an isomorphism for all objects ai P Ai, i ‰ k, and all morphisms αk P Ak.
Notation. For any index set J , whenever we have a J-indexed family of elements pajqjPJ ,
we use the abbreviation aJ . We set n :“ t1, . . . nu since we will often use this special index
set. If we wish to evaluate F at a1, . . . , an but with the j-th component substituted with
the element b, we write
F pan´j; bq :“ F ppaiqiPn´j ; bq :“ F pa1, . . . , aj´1, b, aj`1, . . . , anq .
1A category is small if its object class is a set.
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Right exactness of a multilinear functor can be conveniently rephrased as follows.
Lemma 2.2.2. A multilinear functor F : A1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAn Ñ B is right exact if and only
if for any tuple of morphisms pbi
αiÝÑ aiqiPn P
ś
iPnAi the sequence
0 F
`
cokerαn
˘
F
`
an
˘ À
jPn F
`
an´j ; bj
˘`F pidan´j ;αjq˘jPn
is exact.
Proof. If we know that the sequence is exact for all tuples of morphisms, then evaluating
at the special tuples
p0Ñ a1, . . . , 0Ñ ak´1, bk
αkÝÑ ak, 0Ñ ak`1, . . . 0Ñ anq
proves that F is right exact.
For the converse, we proceed by induction on n. The case n “ 1 is trivial. For the
induction step, let F be an pn ` 1q-ary multilinear right exact functor. We set Ai :“
cokerpαiq for i “ 1, . . . , n` 1. Moreover, we write F p´|xq for the n-ary right exact functor
obtained by fixing the last component of F to a given object x P An`1. Now, the claim
follows by a diagram chase using the following diagram whose top row is exact by induction
hypothesis and whose columns are exact since F is right exact:
0 0
0 FpAn|An`1q F pan|An`1q ‘jPnF pan´j; raj |An`1q
F pan|an`1q ‘jPnF pan´j; raj |an`1q
F pan|ran`1q ‘jPnF pan´j; raj |ran`1q

2.3. The multilinear 2-categorical universal property of Freyd categories. Let
n P N and A1, . . . ,An be additive categories. Moreover, let B be an additive category
with cokernels. We denote by HomppAiqiPn,Bq the category whose objects are multilinear
functors of the form
ś
iPnAi
F
ÝÑ B and whose morphisms are given by natural transforma-
tions. Moreover, we denote by HomrppAiqiPn,Bq the category whose objects are multilinear
functors F as above that are right exact and whose morphisms are given by natural trans-
formations.
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Theorem 2.3.1 (Multilinear 2-categorical universal property of Freyd categories). There
is an equivalence of categories
HomppAiqiPn,Bq » Hom
r
`
pApAiqqiPn,B
˘
.
The goal of this Subsection is to prove this universal property by providing explicit
constructions that define the stated equivalence of categories.
Construction 2.3.2. Suppose given a multilinear functor F :
ś
iPnAi Ñ B, we can
construct a functor pF :ź
iPn
ApAiq ÝÑ B
by setting
pF`An˘ :“ cok
¨˝
F panq
´
F pidan´j ;ρaj q
¯
jPn
ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
à
jPn
F pan´j; raj q‚˛
for objects An P
ś
iPn ApAiq.
For morphisms pAi
tαi,ωiu
ÝÝÝÝÑ BiqiPn we define the action of pF via the following commutative
diagram with exact rows:
0 pF`An˘ F panq ÀjPn F pan´j ; raj q
0 pF`Bn˘ F pbnq ÀjPn F pbn´j; rbjq
´
F pidan´j ; ρaj q
¯
jPn
´
F pidbn´j ; ρbj q
¯
jPn
F
`
αn
˘ `
F pαn´j;ωjq
˘
jPn
pF ptαnuq öö
Correctness of the construction. The diagram defining the action of pF on morphisms com-
mutes by the functoriality of F and by the equation ρaj ¨αj “ ωj ¨ ρbj . Moreover,
pF defines
a functor since taking cokernels of commutative squares is a functorial operation whose
output does not depend on the morphism witnesses ωi. 
Lemma 2.3.3. The functor pF described in Construction 2.3.2 is multilinear and right
exact.
Proof. The multilinearity of pF follows from the multilinearity of F . In order to prove right
exactness, we check the criterion stated in Lemma 2.2.2. Let pAi
tαiuÝÝÑ BiqiPn be a tuple of
morphisms in
ś
iPn ApAiq. By Construction 2.1.4, the cokernel of each tαiu is given by
Ci :“ pbi
¨˝
ρbi
αi
‚˛
ÐÝÝÝÝ rbi ‘ aiq .
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Now, a diagram chase proves that the top row of the following commutative diagram with
exact columns is exact, which yields the claim.
0 0 0
0 pF pCnq pF pBnq ‘jPn pF pBn´j ;Ajq
F pbnq F pbnq ‘jPnF pbn´j; ajq
‘jPn
`
F pbn´j; rbj q ‘ F pbn´j; ajq
˘
‘jPnF pbn´j; rbj q

Construction 2.3.4. Let F,G :
ś
iPnAi ÝÑ B be multilinear functors and let
ν : F ÝÑ G
be a natural transformation. We construct the components of a natural transformation
ś
iPn ApAiq B
ñ pν
pF
pG
between pF and pG as the unique morphism which turns the following diagram into a com-
mutative diagram with exact rows:
0 pF`An˘ F panq ÀjPn F pan´j ; rajq
0 pG`An˘ Gpanq ÀjPnGpan´j ; raj q
´
F pidan´j ; ρaj q
¯
jPn
´
Gpidan´j ; ρaj q
¯
jPn
νan
´
νpan´j ;raj q
¯
jPn
pνAn öö
Correctness of the construction. The rectangle on the right hand side of the diagram defin-
ing pν commutes since ν is a natural transformation. To show that the above data define
a natural transformation, we have to verify that the following diagram commutes for all
pAi
tαiuÝÝÑ BiqiPn:
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pF `An˘ pG`An˘
pF `Bn˘ pG`Bn˘
pνAn
pνBn
pF ptαnuq pGptαnuq
But this diagram commutes because it fits into a diagram of the form
F panq Gpanq
F pbnq Gpbnq
pF `An˘ pG`An˘
pF `Bn˘ pG`Bn˘
νan
νbn
F pαnq Gpαnq
pνAn
pνBnpF ptαnuq pGptαnuq
in which all rectangles that involve outer nodes commute, and in which F panq Ñ pF pAnq is
the epimorphism induced by Construction 2.3.2. 
By the functoriality of the cokernel, it is easy to see thatxidF “ id pF
for all multilinear functors F :
ś
iPnAi ÝÑ B andzν ˝ µ “ pν ˝ pµ
for all composable natural transformations ν and µ between multilinear functors fromś
iPnAi to B. Thus, due to Construction 2.3.2 and Construction 2.3.4, and Lemma 2.3.3
we have a well-defined functor
HomppAiqiPn,Bq ÝÑ Hom
rppApAiqqiPn,Bq : F ÞÑ pF
that will turn out to constitute one direction of the desired equivalence stated in Theo-
rem 2.3.1. The other direction will simply be given by restriction:
HomrppApAiqqiPn,Bq ÝÑ HomppAiqiPn,Bq : G ÞÑ G|An :“ G ˝ emb
where emb :
ś
iPnAi ãÑ
ś
iPn ApAiq denotes the componentwise embedding.
Lemma 2.3.5. There is an isomorphism
F » pF |An
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natural in F P HomppAiqiPn,Bq. Moreover, there is an isomorphism
G » zG|An
natural in G P HomrppApAiqqiPn,Bq.
Proof. For an P
ś
iPnAi, we obtain the desired natural isomorphism as
pF pembpanqq » coker˜F panq ÐÝà
jPn
F pan´j ; 0q
¸
» coker
`
F panq ÐÝ 0
˘
» F panq .
For An P
ś
iPn ApAiq, we obtain the desired natural isomorphism as
GpAnq » coker
˜
Gpembpanqq ÐÝ
à
jPn
Gpembpan´j; raj qq
¸
(Lemma 2.2.2)
» coker
˜
G|Anpanq ÐÝ
à
jPn
G|Anpan´j; raj q
¸
» zG|AnpAnq . 
In particular, Lemma 2.3.5 states that the functors F ÞÑ pF and G ÞÑ G|AI define an
equivalence of categories, and thus, Theorem 2.3.1 holds.
3. Right exact monoidal structures on Freyd categories
3.1. Monoidal structures on Freyd categories. In this Subsection, we recall the stan-
dard notions of the theory of monoidal categories, but we will state the definitions within
the context of Freyd categories. The reason is that this will simplify our explanation of
f. p. promonoidal categories in the subsequent Subsection 3.2.
Notation. In this paper we frequently extend multilinear functors from
ś
iPI Ai toś
iPI ApAiq and usually we reserve the symbol p to denote such an extension. However,
in this very Subsection 3.1, we make an exception of this rule, and use symbols like pT ,pΠ, pΓ as variables that do not necessarily refer to such an extension. Again, the reason
is a simplification of our explanation of f. p. promonoidal categories in the subsequent
Subsection.
3.1.1. Monoidal structures.
Definition 3.1.1 (Semimonoidal structure). A semimonoidal structure on ApAq consist
of the following data:
(1) A bilinear functor b pT : ApAq ˆ ApAq Ñ ApAq (tensor product).
(2) An isomorphism pΠA,B,C : Ab pT pBb pT Cq „ÝÑ pAb pT Bqb pT C natural in A,B,C P
ApAq (associator).
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This data is subject to the condition that the following diagram commutes for allA,B,C,D P
ApAq (pentagon identity):
Ab pT pBb pT pC b pT Dqq
pAb pT Bqb pT pC b pT DqAb pT ppBb pT Cqb pT Dq
ppAb pT Bqb pT Cqb pT DpAb pT pBb pT Cqqb pT D
pΠA,B,C b pT D
pΠA,Bb pT C,D pΠAb pT B,C,D
Ab pT pΠB,C,D pΠA,B,Cb pT D
ö (1)
Definition 3.1.2 (Monoidal structure). A monoidal structure on ApAq is a semi-
monoidal structure on ApAq together with
(1) an object 1 P ApAq (tensor unit),
(2) a natural isomorphism pΨA : 1b pT A „ÝÑ A (left unitor),
(3) and a natural isomorphism pΩA : Ab pT 1 „ÝÑ A (right unitor)
such that the following diagram commutes for all A,B P ApAq (triangle identity):
Ab pT p1b pT Bq pAb pT 1qb pT B
Ab pT B
pΠA,1,B
idAb pT pΨB pΩAb pT idBö
(2)
3.1.2. Braided monoidal structures.
Definition 3.1.3 (Braided monoidal structure). A monoidal structure on ApAq to-
gether with a natural isomorphism pΓA,B : Ab pT B „ÝÑ Bb pT A (braiding) for A,B P ApAq
is called a braided monoidal structure if the following diagrams commute for all A,B,C P
ApAq:
‚ compatibility with left- and right unitor
Ab pT 1 1b pT A
A
pΓA,1
pΨApΩA ö
(3)
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‚ hexagonal identity I:
pAb pT Bqb pT C C b pT pAb pT Bq
Ab pT pBb pT Cq pC b pT Aqb pT B
Ab pT pC b pT Bq pAb pT Cqb pT B
pΓAb pT B,C pΠC,A,B
ppΓC,Ab pT idBq
pΠ´1A,B,C
pidAb pT pΓB,Cq pΠA,C,B
ö
(4)
‚ hexagonal identity II:
Ab pT pBb pT Cq pBb pT Cqb pT A
pAb pT Bqb pT C Bb pT pC b pT Aq
pBb pT Aqb pT C Bb pT pAb pT Cq
pΓA,Bb pT C pΠ´1B,C,A
idB b pT pΓC,A
pΠA,B,C
pΓA,B b pT idC pΠ´1B,A,C
ö
(5)
Definition 3.1.4 (Symmetric monoidal structure). A braided monoidal structure on
ApAq with the property pΓA,B “ pΓ´1B,A for A,B P ApAq is called a symmetric monoidal
structure.
3.1.3. Internal hom structures.
Definition 3.1.5 (Internal hom structure). An internal hom structure on ApAq is a
monoidal structure together with the following data:
(1) For every A P ApAq, an additive functor zHompA,´q : ApAq Ñ ApAq (internal
hom).
(2) For every B P A, a morphism zcoevA,B : A ÝÑ zHompB,Ab pT Bq natural in A P
ApAq (coevaluation).
(3) For every A P A, a morphism pevA,B : zHompA,Bqb pT A ÝÑ B natural in B P ApAq
(evaluation).
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This data is subject to the condition that
Ab pT B zHompB,Ab pT Bqb pT B
Ab pT B
zcoevA,B b pT B
pevB,Ab pT Bid (6)
and
zHompA,Bq zHom´A,zHompA,Bqb pT A¯
zHompA,Bq
zcoevzHompA,Bq,A
zHompA, pevA,Bqid (7)
commute for all A,B P ApAq.
Remark 3.1.6. The conditions stated in Definition 3.1.5 are the triangle identities charac-
terizingzcoev and pev as unit and counit of an adjunction ´b pT B %zHompB,´q.
Remark 3.1.7. In this paper, we restrict our attention to right adjoints of the functors
´b pT B, since the discussion of right adjoints of Bb pT ´ is similar.
3.2. F. p. promonoidal structures on additive categories. In this Subsection, we
define our notion of f. p. promonoidal structures on additive categoriesA. In the subsequent
Subsection 3.3 we will show that they lift to right exact monoidal structures on ApAq.
Notation. Let us emphasize that for the rest of this paper we use p to denote extensions
of multilinear functors and natural transformations from
ś
iPnAi to
ś
iPn ApAq, as they
were introduced in Section 2.3. For a given bilinear functor T p´,´q of any kind, we also
use the infix notation p´ bT ´q.
3.2.1. F. p. promonoidal structures.
Definition 3.2.1 (F. p. prosemimonoidal structure). An f. p. prosemimonoidal structure
on A consist of the following data:
(1) A bilinear functor T : AˆAÑ ApAq (f. p. protensor product).
(2) An isomorphism Πa,b,c : ab pT `bb pT c˘ „ÝÑ `ab pT b˘b pT c natural in a, b, c P A (f. p.
proassociator).
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This data is subject to the condition that the following diagram commutes for all a, b, c, d P
A (restricted pentagon identity):
ab pT pbb pT pcb pT dqq
pab pT bqb pT pcb pT dqab pT ppbb pT cqb pT dq
ppab pT bqb pT cqb pT dpab pT pbb pT cqqb pT d
pΠa,b,cb pT d
pΠa,bb pT c,d pΠab pT b,c,d
ab pT pΠb,c,d pΠa,b,cb pT d
ö (8)
Remark 3.2.2. Note that in order to write down the restricted pentagon identity, it is
necessary to use the extended functor pT , since T pa, bq for a, b P A does not have to be
an object in A (regarded as a full subcategory of ApAq, Remark 2.1.3). Moreover, let
us point out the similarity between Equation (1) and Equation (8). Namely, the latter is
obtained by evaluating the former only at objects of A. This is why we term Equation (8)
the restriction of Equation (1) to A, and in a similar way, we will refer to restrictions of
the triangle identity, hexagonal identities, etc.
Definition 3.2.3 (F. p. promonoidal structure). An f. p. promonoidal structure on A is
an f. p. prosemimonoidal structure on A together with
(1) an object 1 P ApAq (f. p. protensor unit),
(2) an isomorphism Ψa : 1b pT a „ÝÑ a natural in a P A (f. p. left prounitor),
(3) an isomorphism Ωa : ab pT 1 „ÝÑ a natural in a P A (f. p. right prounitor),
such that the restriction of the triangle identity Equation (2) to A commutes.
3.2.2. F. p. braided promonoidal structures.
Definition 3.2.4 (F. p. braided promonoidal structure). An f. p. promonoidal structure
on an additive categoryA together with a natural isomorphism Γa,b : ab pT b „ÝÑ bb pT a (f. p.
probraiding) for a, b P A is called an f. p. braided promonoidal structure if the restrictions
of Equation (3), Equation (4) and Equation (5) to A commute.
Definition 3.2.5 (Symmetric f. p. promonoidal structure). An f. p. braided promonoidal
structure on an additive category A with the property Γa,b “ Γ
´1
b,a for all a, b P A is called
a symmetric f. p. promonoidal structure.
3.2.3. F. p. prointernal hom.
Definition 3.2.6 (F. p. prointernal hom). An f. p. prointernal hom structure on ApAq
is an f. p. promonoidal structure together with the following data:
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(1) For every a P A, an additive functor Hompa,´q : A Ñ ApAq (f. p. prointernal
hom).
(2) For every a P A, a morphism coevb,a : b ÝÑ Hompa, bb pT aq natural in b P A (f. p.
procoevaluation).
(3) For every a P A, a morphism eva,b : Hompa, bqb pT a ÝÑ b natural in b P A (f. p.
proevaluation).
As usual, the extensions of these data to the Freyd category ApAq are denoted byzHompa,´q,zcoev´,a and peva,´, respectively. Baring this notation in mind, the data is moreover subject
to the condition that the restrictions of Equation (6) and Equation (7) to A commute.
3.3. From f. p. promonoidal structures to right exact monoidal structures. In
this Subsection, we describe how f. p. promonoidal structures on an additive category A
give rise to right exact monoidal structures on ApAq. We fix an f. p. protensor product
T : A ˆ A Ñ ApAq, and, as usual, denote its extension to ApAq by b pT . Whenever we
refer to another promonoidal datum, like an f. p. proassociator, we do this w.r.t. T .
The proofs on how promonoidal data on A extend to monoidal data on ApAq all follow
the same scheme: we check the defining identities by restricting to A and applying The-
orem 2.3.1. Only the case of extending f. p. pre internal homs to internal homs is more
involved, which is due to its contravariant first component.
3.3.1. Associators.
Lemma 3.3.1. Let Π be an f. p. proassociator. Then pΠA,B,C is an isomorphism for all
A,B,C P ApAq if and only if Πa,b,c is an isomorphism for all a, b, c P ApAq.
Proof. We set
F : ApAq3 Ñ ApAq : pA,B,Cq ÞÑ Ab pT pBb pT Cq
and
G : ApAq3 Ñ ApAq : pA,B,Cq ÞÑ pAb pT Bqb pT C .
Now, the claim follows since, by Theorem 2.3.1, we have a bijection between sets of natural
transformations
HomHomrpApAq3 ,ApAqqpF,Gq
„
ÝÑ HomHompA3,ApAqqpF ˝ emb, G ˝ embq
ν ÞÑ ν ˝ emb
which respects isomorphisms. 
Lemma 3.3.2. Let Π be an f. p. proassociator (for T ). Then pΠ satisfies the pentagonal
identity if and only if the restricted pentagonal identity in Equation (8) is satisfied.
Proof. We set
F : ´b pT p´b pT p´b pT ´qq : ApAq4 Ñ ApAq
and
G : pp´b pT ´qb pT ´qb pT ´ : ApAq4 Ñ ApAq .
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We need to compare the two isomorphisms
pA,B,C,D :“ pΠA,B,Cb pT D ˝ pΠA,Bb pT C,D ˝´Ab pT pΠB,C,D¯ : F pA,B,C,Dq „ÝÑ GpA,B,C,Dq
and
qA,B,C,D :“ pΠA,B,C b pT D ˝ pΠAb pT B,C,D : F pA,B,C,Dq „ÝÑ GpA,B,C,Dq
natural in A,B,C,D P ApAq. By Theorem 2.3.1, the map
HomHomrpApAq4,ApAqqpF,Gq Ñ HomHompA4,ApAqqpF ˝ emb, G ˝ embq
is an isomorphism, and thus, p ˝ emb “ q ˝ emb if and only if p “ q. But p ˝ emb “ q ˝ emb
is exactly the restricted pentagonal identity. 
3.3.2. Unitors. For the following two lemmata, let 1 be an f. p. protensor unit, Ψ be an
f. p. left prounitor, Ω be an f. p. right prounitor.
Lemma 3.3.3. Ψa is an isomorphism for all a P A if and only if pΨA is an isomorphism
for all A P ApAq. Similarly, Ωa is an isomorphism for all a P A if and only if pΩA is an
isomorphism for all A P ApAq.
Lemma 3.3.4. pΨ and pΩ satisfy the triangle identity Equation (2) if and only if the
restriction of the triangle identity to A is satisfied.
For both proofs, we may use the same proof strategy as in Subsubsection 3.3.1.
3.3.3. Braiding. For the following two lemmata, let Γ be an f. p. probraiding.
Lemma 3.3.5. pΓA,B is an isomorphism for all A,B P ApAq if and only if Γa,b is an
isomorphism for all a, b P ApAq.
Lemma 3.3.6. pΓ´,´ defines a braided monoidal structure for the monoidal structure on
ApAq defined by b pT and pΠ if and only if we have
‚ pΓ restricted compatibility with left- and right unitor, i.e. commutativity of Equa-
tion (3) restricted to A,
‚ commutativity of restricted hexagonal identity I, i.e. of Equation (4) restricted to
A,
‚ commutativity of restricted hexagonal identity II, i.e. of Equation (5) restricted to
A.
Moreover, pΓ is symmetric if and only if the identity
Γb,a ˝Γa,b “ idab pT b
holds for all a, b P A.
Again, for both proofs, we may use the same proof strategy as in Subsubsection 3.3.1.
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3.3.4. Internal homomorphisms. The goal of this Subsection is to find sufficient conditions
that allow us to create an internal hom functor for b pT .
Lemma 3.3.7. Suppose we are given an f. p. prointernal hom structure on ApAq. Then
we have `
´b pT a˘ % {Hompa,´q
for all a P A, i.e., ´b pT a : ApAq Ñ ApAq is left adjoint to zHompa,´q : ApAq Ñ ApAq.
Proof. The unit and counit of the desired adjunction are given byzcoev´,a and peva,´, since
they satisfy Equation (6) and Equation (7) if and only if the restrictions of these equations
are satisfied. 
Thus, an f. p. prointernal hom structure yields right adjoints for tensoring with objects
a P A. The next theorem provides a sufficient condition for the existence of right adjoints
for tensoring with an arbitrary object A P ApAq.
Theorem 3.3.8. Let A “ pa
ρaÐÝ raq P ApAq, and suppose we are given right adjoints`
´b pT a˘ % {Hompa,´q and `´b pT ra˘ % {Hompra,´q .
If A has weak kernels, then
`
´b pT A˘ has a right adjoint, which we denote by zHompA,´q:`
´b pT A˘ %zHompA,´q .
Proof. We proceed in three steps. First, we define a natural morphism{Hompa,´q zHompρa,´qÝÝÝÝÝÝÑzHompra,´q ,
second, we show that setting zHompA,Cq :“ kerpzHompρa, Cq
for C P ApAq gives rise to a well-defined functor, and third, we prove the desired adjunction.
For the first step, we take a look at the following diagram
HompB,zHompa, Cqq HompB,zHompra, Cqq
HompBb pT a, Cq HompBb pT ra, CqHompBb pT ρa, Cq
„ „
for all B,C P ApAq. The dashed arrow that renders this diagram commutative is uniquely
determined. Furthermore, by Yoneda’s lemma, it is of the form
HompB,zHompρa, Cqq
for some morphismzHompρa, Cq : zHompa, Cq ÑzHompra, Cq, and its naturality in C P ApAq
is implied by the naturality of the morphisms in the above diagram.
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For the second step, we note that A having weak kernels implies ApAq being abelian by
Theorem 2.1.5, so in particular, it has kernels. Moreover, by the naturality of zHompρa,´q,
the operation kerpzHompρa, Cqq is functorial.
Last, we prove adjointness by the following chain of morphisms in which each step is
natural in B,C P ApAq:
HompBb pT A,Cq » HompBb pT cokerpρaq, Cq (A » cokerpρaq)
» HompcokerpBb pT ρaq, Cq (b pT is right exact)
» kerpHompBb pT ρa, Cqq (Hom is left exact)
» kerpHompB,zHompρa, Cqqq (Definition of zHompρa,´q)
» HompB, kerpzHompρa, Cqqq (Hom is left exact)
» HompB,zHompA,Cqqq (Definition of zHompA,´q) 
4. Connection with Day convolution
In [Day70], Day analyzes closed monoidal structures on functor categories in the context
of enriched category theory. In this section, we compare Day’s findings to the tensor
products on Freyd categories described in this paper, since Freyd categories can be seen
as subcategories of functor categories, see Theorem 2.1.6.
4.1. Introduction to Day convolution. We start by shortly describing the theory of
so-called Day convolutions in the additive context, i.e., in the context of Ab-enriched
category theory.
Let A be a small additive category. For every given multilinear functor
P : Aop ˆAop ˆAÑ Ab ,
the Day convolution of two functors F,G : A Ñ Ab w.r.t. P is given by the following
coend2:
F ˚P G :“
ż x,yPA
P px, y,´q bZ F pxq bZ Gpyq .
Since A is small and Ab cocomplete, this coend exists and defines a bilinear functor
´ ˚P ´ : HompA,Abq ˆ HompA,Abq Ñ HompA,Abq .
Fixing the right component, the resulting univariate functor p´˚P Gq always admits a right
adjoint p´{Gq, given by the formula
pF {Gq :“
ż
xPA
HomZ
ˆż yPA
Gy bZ P p´, y, xq, Fx
˙
.
2For a short introduction to the calculus of (co)ends, see, e.g., [ML98]
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Similarly, fixing the left component, the resulting univariate functor pF ˚P´q always admits
a right adjoint pF z´q, given by the formula
pF zGq :“
ż
xPA
HomZ
ˆż yPA
Fy bZ P py,´, xq, Gx
˙
.
These assertions are validated by the computations in the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [Day70].
Since left adjoints commute with arbitrary colimits, we may conclude that p´ ˚P ´q
commutes in particular componentwise with cokernels. Moreover, if we evaluate p´ ˚P ´q
at representables ha :“ HomApa,´q and h
b :“ HomApb,´q for a, b P A, we get
ha ˚P h
b »
ż x,yPA
P px, y,´q bZ h
apxq bZ h
bpyq
»
ż xPA
hapxq bZ
ˆż yPA
P px, y,´q bZ h
bpyq
˙
»
ż xPA
hapxq bZ P px, b,´q
» P pa, b,´q ,
where we used the expansion of a double integral to an iterated integral and the co-Yoneda
lemma3. In other words, the functor P prescribes the values of p´ ˚P ´q on representables
up to natural isomorphism.
4.2. Day convolution of finitely presented functors. We are now ready to formulate
the link between Day convolution and tensor products on Freyd categories. Let T : Aop ˆ
Aop Ñ ApAopq be a bilinear functor. The functor b pT induced by the universal property
of Freyd categories gives rise to a functor
fppA,Abq ˆ fppA,Abq Ñ HompA,Abq
where we use the equivalence fppA,Abq » ApAopq and then postcompose with the inclu-
sion fppA,Abq ãÑ HompA,Abq. By abuse of notation, we denote this functor again by
b pT . Moreover, T also defines a functor
P : Aop ˆAop ˆAÑ Ab : pa, b, cq ÞÑ T pa, bqpcq ,
where we interpret T pa, bq as an object in fppA,Abq to which we may apply c P A.
Theorem 4.2.1. The functor p´b pT ´q is equivalent to the restriction of p´ ˚P ´q to
finitely presented functors, i.e., the following diagram commutes up to natural isomorphism:
3 The co-Yoneda lemma states that any functor F : Aop Ñ Ab is equivalent to the coendş
xPA
HomAp´, xq bZ F pxq, i.e., every presheaf is a particular colimit of representables.
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HompA,Abq ˆ HompA,Abq HompA,Abq
fppA,Abq ˆ fppA,Abq fppA,Abq
˚P
b pT
ö
Proof. By Theorem 2.3.1, we have an equivalence of categories
HomppAop,Aopq,HompA,Abqq » Homr ppApAopq,ApAopqq,HompA,Abqq
» Homr ppfppA,Abq, fppA,Abqq,HompA,Abqq .
Since both paths in the given diagram are bilinear functors that commute with cokernels,
they are naturally isomorphic if and only if their restrictions along the Yoneda embedding
Aop ãÑ fppA,Abqq
are naturally isomorphic. But this is the case since
ha ˚P h
b » P pa, b,´q » T pa, bqp´q » hab pT hb
as we have argued in Subsection 4.1. 
Remark 4.2.2. In order to obtain a monoidal structure on HompA,Abq, Day defines in
[Day70] premonoidal categories, a concept that he later renamed as promonoidal cate-
gories in [Day74], where he also reformulated these categories in the language of pro-
functors. A promonoidal category A comes equipped with a multilinear functor P :
Aop ˆ Aop ˆ A Ñ Ab, that, as we have seen, gives rise to a tensor product p´ ˚P ´q
on HompA,Abq. In order to have an associator for this tensor product, Day moreover
requires a promonoidal category to be equipped with an isomorphismż xPA
P pa, b, xq bZ P px, c, dq
„ÝÑ
ż xPA
P pb, c, xq bZ P pa, x, dq
natural in a, b, c P Aop and d P A satisfying a certain coherence relation that ensures this
datum to correspond to an associator of p´ ˚P ´q. We may rewrite the left hand side of
this natural isomorphism asż xPA
P pa, b, xq bZ P px, c, dq »
ż xPA
P pa, b, xq bZ
ˆż yPA
hcpyq bZ P px, y, dq
˙
»
ż x,yPA
P px, y, dq bZ P pa, b, xq bZ h
cpyq
» pP pa, b,´q ˚P h
cq pdq
»
`
pha ˚P h
bq ˚P h
c
˘
pdq
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and similarly for the right hand side, we getż xPA
P pb, c, xq bZ P pa, x, dq »
`
ha ˚P ph
b ˚P h
cq
˘
pdq .
In other words, this additional datum can be interpreted as the restriction of an associator
of ˚P to its values on representables, which is exactly the idea behind the additional data
for tensor products in Freyd categories that we gave in Subsection 3.2. Analogously, there
are also additional data within the definition of a promonoidal category which can be
interpreted as unitors restricted to representables.
5. Applications and examples
5.1. Examples in the category of finitely presented modules. For any ring R, we
denote by R-fpmod the category of finitely presented left R-modules. Its full subcategory
generated by the free modules R1ˆn, n P N0 is denoted by RowsR. Note that we have
ApRowsRq » R-fpmod (see [Pos17]).
Example 5.1.1 (The necessity of prostructures). Let R be a commutative ring. Any
finitely presented R-module M gives rise to a right exact bilinear functor
T : R-fpmodˆR-fpmodÑ R-fpmod : pA,Bq ÞÑ AbR M bR B .
Moreover, the associator of bR defines an associator of T due to Mac Lane’s coherence
theorem [ML98]. In other words, R-fpmod gets the structure of a semimonoidal category
with T as its tensor product. The restriction of the defining semimonoidal data to the
subcategory RowsR defines a prosemimonoidal structure on RowsR (where we use the
identification ApRowsRq » R-fpmod) whose tensor product of two objects in RowsR lies
outside of RowsR whenever M is not a row module.
Moreover, whenever we have a right adjoint HompA,´q of p´ bR Aq in R-fpmod, e.g.,
when R is a coherent ring, then we can calculate
HomRpT pA,Bq, Cq » HomRpA bR M bR B,Cq
» HomR pA,HompM bR B,Cqq
and see that HompM bR B,´q is right adjoint to T p´, Bq. Restricting this right adjoint
functor to RowsR provides an example of a prointernal hom functor that in general does
not map to RowsR.
Example 5.1.2 (Internal homs cannot always be extended). We give an example of a
closed monoidal category A such that the induced monoidal structure on ApAq does not
have an internal hom. By Theorem 3.3.8, it is necessary that such an A must not have
weak kernels. To this end, we start by looking at the ring
R “ Q rxi, z | i P Ns {xxi ¨ z | i P Ny .
Now consider the R-module morphism α : R
z
ÝÑ R. It is easy to see that its kernel is
generated by the classes of all xi, i P N and that this is not an f. p. object. Hence, the
ring R is not coherent. Consequently, the additive category A “ RowsR does not admit
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weak kernels either. However, it is a monoidal, symmetric and closed category by the usual
tensor product bR of R-modules.
We will now prove that the induced tensor product on the Freyd category ApAq, which
can be identified with the usual tensor product of R-modules in R-fpmod, does not admit
a right adjoint. To see this, we first note that the R-module
HomR pR{xzy, Rq “
$’’&’’%
R
R
0
R
z
α
, s. t. z ¨ α “ 0
,//.//- – xtxi | i P Nuy (9)
is not finitely presented. Now assume, that there was an internal hom functor HomR on
R-fpmod, so in particular
HomR pR{xzy, Rq “ coker
´
R1ˆa
MÐÝ R1ˆb
¯
for some matrix M P Rbˆa. Then, by the tensor-hom-adjunction, we would have R-module
morphisms
HomR pR{xzy, Rq – HomR p1,HomR pR{xzy, Rqq
– HomR
´
R, coker
´
R1ˆa
MÐÝ R1ˆb
¯¯
– coker
´
R1ˆa
MÐÝ R1ˆb
¯
,
a contradiction to Equation (9).
5.2. Monoidal structures of iterated Freyd categories. Let A be an additive cate-
gory. An iterated Freyd category of A is a category contained in the following induc-
tively defined set:
(1) A is an iterated Freyd category,
(2) if X is an iterated Freyd category, then so are Xop and ApXq.
Theorem 5.2.1. If A is an additive closed monoidal category with weak kernels and
weak cokernels, then so are all iterated Freyd categories of A.
Proof by induction. The initial case A holds by assumption. Moreover, if X is a closed
monoidal category with weak kernels and weak cokernels, then the same applies to Xop.
Next, ApXq always has cokernels, and it has kernels iff X has weak kernels. Last, we can
lift the monoidal closed structure from X to ApXq by the results presented in Subsection
3.3. 
5.3. Free abelian categories. Let A be an additive category. In [Bel00, Theorem 6.1],
it is shown that we have an equivalence of iterated Freyd categories
ApApAopqopq » ApApAqopqop
and that this category is actually the free abelian category of A. In other words, the
canonical full and faithful functors
A ÝÑ ApApAopqopq , A ÝÑ ApApAqopqop
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are both universal functors of A into an abelian category. Thus, the theory of tensor
products for Freyd categories also yields some tensor products on free abelian categories.
A nice description of free abelian categories is given by Adelman in [Ade73].
Free abelian categories are of interest in various parts of mathematics, e.g., for deal-
ing with so-called pp-pairs in model theory [Pre09]. In [BHP18], it is shown how to lift
monoidal structures on A to free abelian categories as one step of introducing tensor prod-
ucts of Nori motives. Our findings in Section 3 yield the following result.
Theorem 5.3.1. Every promonoidal structure on ApAopqop extends to a monoidal struc-
ture on the free abelian category of A whose tensor product is componentwise right exact.
As a corollary, we also get an extension of a given monoidal structure on A to the free
abelian category an thus recover the induced functor defined in [BHP18, Proposition 1.3]
by applying the following steps:
(1) Take the induced monoidal structure on Aop. Interpret it as an f. p. promonoidal
structure.
(2) This induces a right exact monoidal structure on ApAopq.
(3) Interpret the induced monoidal structure on ApAopqop as an f. p. promonoidal struc-
ture.
(4) This induces a right exact monoidal structure on ApApAopqopq, hence on the free
abelian category of A.
5.4. Implementations of monoidal structures. Our results yield a unified approach
to the implementation of monoidal structures for f. p. modules, f. p. graded modules, f. p.
functors, that has in parts been realized in [BP19]. Let us therefore explicitly present the
underlying constructions.
Notation. For a protensor product T: AˆAÑ ApAq and objects a, b P A, we write
Tpa, bq “
´
gT pa, bq
ρT pa,bqÐÝÝÝÝ rT pa, bq
¯
P ApAq .
For morphisms a
α
ÝÑ a1 and b
β
ÝÑ b1 in A, we represent the morphism Tpα, βq P MorpApAqq
by the commutative diagram
rT pa, bqgT pa, bq
gT pa
1, b1q rT pa
1, b1q
ωT pα, βqδT pα, βq
ρT pa, bq
ρT pa
1, b1q
ö
Finally, let us agree that we denote a given protensor unit of A by 1 “ pg1
ρ1ÐÝ r1q.
5.4.1. Tensor product of morphisms.
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Construction 5.4.1. The tensor product of two morphism A
tα,ωαu
ÝÝÝÝÑ A1 andB
tβ,ωβu
ÝÝÝÝÑ B1
in ApAq is represented by the following commutative diagram:
Ab pT B
A1b pT B1
tαub pT tβu
gT pa, bq
gT pa
1, b1q
rT pa, bq ‘ gT pa, rbq ‘ gT pra, bq
rT pa
1, b1q ‘ gT pa
1, rb1q ‘ gT pra1 , b
1q
ˆ
ωT pα,βq ¨ ¨
¨ δT pα,ωβq ¨
¨ ¨ δT pωα,βq
˙
ˆ
ρT pa,bq
δT pida,ρbq
δT pρa,idbq
˙
ˆ
ρT pa
1,b1q
δT pida1 ,ρb1q
δT pρa1 ,idb1q
˙δT pα, βq ö
Correctness of construction. We apply Construction 2.3.2 to the protensor product T.
Thereby, we observe that tα, ωαub pT tβ, ωβu can be constructed as the induced morphism
between the cokernels of the horizontal arrows in the following diagram:
Tpa, bq
Tpa1, b1q
Tpa, rbq ‘ Tpra, bq
Tpa1, rb1q ‘ Tpra1, b
1q
´
Tpδα,ωβq ¨
¨ Tpωα,δβq
¯´ Tpida,ρbqTpρa,idbq¯´
Tpida1 ,ρb1 q
Tpρa1 ,idb1 q
¯Tpδα, δβq ö
We can express this diagram purely in terms of objects and morphisms of A, namely
´
gT pa, bq
ρT pa,bqÐÝÝÝÝ rT pa, bq
¯
´
gT pa
1, b1q
ρT pa
1,b1q
ÐÝÝÝÝÝ rT pa
1, b1q
¯
¨˝
gT pa,rbq
‘
gT pra,bq
ˆ
ρT pa,rbq ¨
¨ ρT pra,bq
˙
ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
rT pa,rbq
‘
rT pra,bq
‚˛
¨˝
gT pa
1,rb1q
‘
gT pra1 ,b
1q
ˆ
ρT pa
1,rb1q ¨
¨ ρT pra1 ,b
1q
˙
ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
rT pa
1,rb1q
‘
rT pra1 ,b
1q
‚˛
!´
δT pδα,ωβq ¨
¨ δT pωα,δβq
¯)
!´
δT pida,ρbq
δT pρa,idbq
¯)
!´
δT pida1 ,ρb1q
δT pρa1 ,idb1q
¯)tδT pα, βqu ö
Now, the claim follows by the explicit constructions of cokernels in Freyd categories given
in Construction 2.1.4. 
5.4.2. Tensor unit and unitors.
Construction 5.4.2 (Tensor unit). The tensor unit 1Freyd of ApAq is identical to the
protensor unit 1 “ pg1
ρ1ÐÝ r1q of A.
Correctness of construction. See Subsubsection 3.3.2. 
Recall that we denote the f. p. left prounitor by Ψa for a P A.
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Construction 5.4.3 (Left unitor). For A P ApAq, the left unitor
pΨA : 1Freydb pT A „ÝÑ A
is given by the following commutative diagram
1Freydb pT A
A
pΨA
gT pg1, aq
rT pg1, aq
‘gT pr1, aq
‘gT pg1, raq
a ra
ˆ
ρT pg1,aq
δT pρ1,idaq
δT pidg1 ,ρaq
˙
ρa
δΨa
´
0
0
δΨra
¯
ö
Correctness of construction. The left unitor pΨA is understood as the unique morphism
which turns the following diagram into a commutative diagram with exact columns.
¨˝
gT pg1, raq
ˆ
ρT pg1,raq
δT pρ1,idra q
˙
ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ rT pg1, raq ‘ gT pr1, raq‚˛ pra ÐÝ 0q
¨˝
gT pg1, aq
ˆ
ρT pg1,aq
δT pρ1,idaq
˙
ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ rT pg1, aq ‘ gT pr1, aq‚˛ paÐÝ 0q
1b pT A A
0 0
Ψra
Ψa
tδT pidg1, ρaqu tρau
pΨA
ö
ö

Construction 5.4.4 (Left unitor inverse). For A P ApAq, the left unitor inverse
pΨ´1A : A „ÝÑ 1Freydb pT A
is given by the following commutative diagram
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Ab pT 1Freyd
A
pΨ´1A
gT pg1, aq
rT pg1, aq
‘gT pr1, aq
‘gT pg1, raq
a ra
ˆ
ρT pg1,aq
δT pρ1,idaq
δT pidg1 ,ρaq
˙
ρa
δΨ´1a p 0 0 δΨ´1ra q
ö
Correctness of construction. The same reasoning as for the left unitor applies. 
Remark 5.4.5. The constructions of the right unitor and its inverse follow analogously.
5.4.3. Associator. Recall that we denote the f. p. proassociator by Πa,b,c for a, b, c P A.
Construction 5.4.6 (Associator). Given A,B,C P ApAq, the associatorpΠA,B,C : Ab pT `Bb pT C˘ „ÝÑ `Ab pT B˘b pT C
is given by the following commutative diagram, in which ωΠa,b,c denotes the 2ˆ 2 witness-
matrix of the f. p. proassociator Πa,b,c:
`
Ab pT B˘b pT C
Ab pT `Bb pT C˘
pΠA,B,C
gT pgT pa, bq, cq
gT pa, gT pb, cqq
rT pgT pa, bq, cq
‘gT prT pa, bq, cq
‘gT pgT pa, bq, rcq
‘gT pgT pa, rbq, cq
‘gT pgT pra, bq, cq
rT pa, gT pb, cqq
‘gT pa, rT pb, cqq
‘gT pa, gT pb, rcqq
‘gT pa, gT prb, cqq
‘gT pra, gT pb, cqq
δΠa,b,c
¨˝
ρT pgT pa,bq,cq
δT pρT pa,bq,idcq
δT pgT pa,bq,ρcq
δT pδT pida,ρbq,idcq
δT pδT pρa,idbq,idcq
‚˛
¨˚
˝ ρT pa,gT pb,cqqδT pida,ρT pb,cqqδT pida,δT pidb,ρcqq
δT pida,δT pρb,idcqq
δT pρa,idgT pb,cqq
‹˛‚
¨˝ ωΠa,b,c
δΠa,b,rc
δΠa,rb,c
δΠra,b,c
‚˛ö
Correctness of construction. Let us first define the functors
AR : AˆAˆAÑ ApAq , pa, b, cq ÞÑ ab pT pbb pT cq ,
AL : AˆAˆAÑ ApAq , pa, b, cq ÞÑ pab pT bqb pT c
and recall that the proassociator is a natural transformation Π: AR ñ AL. Hence,
by applying Construction 2.3.4 we extend the proassociator to a natural transformation
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pΠ: pAR ñ pAL. Its component at A,B,C P ApAq can be constructed as the induced mor-
phism between the cokernels of the horizontal arrows in the following diagram:
ARpa, b, cq ARpa, b, rcq ‘ ARpa, rb, cq ‘ ARpra, b, cq
ALpa, b, cq ALpa, b, rcq ‘ ALpa, rb, cq ‘ ALpra, b, cq
ˆ
ARpa,b,ρcq
ARpa,ρb,cq
ARpρa,b,cq
˙
ˆ
ALpa,b,ρcq
ALpa,ρb,cq
ALpρa,b,cq
˙Πa,b,c
ˆ
Πa,b,rc
Πa,rb,c
Πra,b,c
˙
ö
Again, the claim follows by the explicit constructions of cokernels in Freyd categories given
in Construction 2.1.4. 
5.4.4. Braiding. Recall that we denote the f. p. probraiding by Γa,b for a, b, P A.
Construction 5.4.7. For objects A,B P ApAq, the braiding morphismpΓA,B : Ab pT B Ñ Bb pT A
is given by the following diagram
gT pa, bq
gT pb, aq
rT pa, bq ‘ gT pa, rbq ‘ gT pra, bq
rT pb, aq ‘ gT pb, raq ‘ gT prb, aqBb pT A
Ab pT B ˜
ωΓa,b 0 0
0 0 δΓa,rb
0 δΓra,b
0
¸ˆ ρT pa,bqδT pida,ρbq
δT pρa,idbq
˙
ˆ
ρT pb,aq
δT pidb,ρaq
δT pρb,idaq
˙δΓa,bpΓA,B ö
Correctness of construction. Let us define the two functors
TL : AˆAÑ A , pa, bq ÞÑ Tpa, bq , TR : AˆAÑ A , pa, bq ÞÑ Tpb, aq .
To extend the braiding Γ: TL ñ TR, we apply Construction 2.3.4. This shows that the
component pΓA,B can be constructed as the induced morphism between the cokernels of the
horizontal arrows in the following diagram:
TLpa, bq TLpa, rbq ‘ TLpra, bq
TRpa, bq TRpa, rbq ‘ TRpra, bq
`
TL pida, ρbq TL pρa, idbq
˘
`
TR pida, ρbq TR pρa, idbq
˘Γa,b
ˆ
Γa,rb ¨
¨ Γra,b
˙
ö
We can represent this diagram with objects and morphisms of the categoryA only, namely:
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´
gT pa, bq
ρT pa,bqÐÝÝÝÝ rT pa, bq
¯ ¨˝ gT pa, rbq
‘
gT pra, bq
ˆ
ρT pa,rbq ¨
¨ ρT pra,bq
˙
ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
rT pa, rbq
‘
rT pra, bq
‚˛
´
gT pb, aq
ρT pb,aqÐÝÝÝÝ rT pb, aq
¯ ¨˝ gT pb, raq
‘
gT prb, aq
ˆ
ρT pb,raq ¨
¨ ρT prb,aq
˙
ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ
rT pb, raq
‘
rT prb, aq
‚˛
!´
δT pida,ρbq ¨
¨ δT pρa,idbq
¯)
!´
δT pidb,ρaq ¨
¨ δT pρb,idaq
¯)
tδΓpa, bqu
!´
¨ δΓpra,bq
δΓpa,rbq ¨
¯)
ö
This leads to the presented construction diagram. 
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